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Abstract:

The Internet and its multimedia component, the World Wide Web (WWW),
are the essential technological foundations, and the tools to construct
cyberspace on these foundations are beginning to be created. Two of those
tools are the network programming language, Java, and the 3D graphics
standard for the Internet, the Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML)
which has the ability to support programmable behavior. This paper
documents at experiment with the use of networks with Java-VRML
connectivity, applying it to a collaborative system which will make it possible
for multiple users to navigate and dynamically update an architectural VR
environment.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) has an increasingly important role in the
design professions as a tool for visualizing and documenting a design
solution. The increased complexity in technical support systems and the
fragmentation resulting from the addition of many more individuals to a
building project, however, have made the design process far too
complicated. In addition, the lack of collaboration in knowledge or
information representation strategies has made the communication during
the design and construction phases more difficult.
CAD researches from the A. Alfred Taubman College of Architecture
and Urban Planning at the University of Michigan have examined a
collaborative design system, ARCH:MUVR, to support more efficient
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communication and interaction in the design process. This project is based
on Distributed Virtual Environments (DVE) representing multi-user virtual
workspace, which have the potential to evolve the Web from a pure
information space to a social space for collaborative activities (K. Saar).
Currently, there exist several multi-user environments on the Web that
serve as attractive communication spaces for their clients; however,
interactions within those environments are still limited and the avatars’
behavior is relatively poor as compared to their visual appearance.
The research presented in this paper is focused on supporting the tasks of
evaluating new distributed virtual worlds and reviewing existing shared
environments. The implementation and authoring of multi-user
environments has been tested through knowledge of VRML, Java, Java
Database Connectivity (JDBC) and the External Authoring Interface (EAI).
The development and testing of the evaluation system is an ongoing process.

2.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The multi-user virtual space allows multiple clients, as avatars with a
physical presence, to interact on the Internet. Transformations as motion
updates and data modifications are transmitted to every participating client
immediately.

2.1

Clients and Avatars

Clients are able to participate in the virtual environment and interact with
other clients through avatars. A type of avatar is employed as a VRML
model for the purposes of simplifying and associating multi-user
interactions and is designed to represent each user. The default avatars are
composed of simple models, such as spheres, cylinders, cones and boxes;
however, the system could incorporate more detailed avatars allowing the
client to customize his/her individual presence. As soon as the VRML file
launches, the browser executes a Java class file that informs the server of the
client's position in the scene and manages the other avatars in the scene.

2.2

Documents and Objects

For the virtual environment, we have tried to build interactive
architectural 3D scenes - scenes that people can navigate through, can
interact with, and can affect so that each visit leaves its own mark - as we do
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in real world. The choice of 3D scene description language has been
influenced by the fact that our primary network target is the Internet and the
WWW hypermedia system it supports. A significant effort has been
underway to produce an equivalent 3D description language that works well
in the WWW. This language is referred to as the VRML, which provides the
essential 3D building blocks to construct virtual worlds, and Java is the glue
that animates the worlds and links them to the WWW.
In this project, we constructed the architectural model in form·Z and
used an export option to produce the VRML model. As the theme of the
multi-user space, one structure from Korean traditional architecture has been
selected.

(a) Modelling in form·Z

(b) VRML Model Exported by form·Z

Figure 1. Created Models for ARCH:MUVR Environment

Besides clients, avatars and virtual environments, the system also
contains additional objects, such as an information panel holding connection
logs, a chatting window as the communication interface, and an evaluation
interface for collaborative review with Web references implemented by
ColdFusion scripts, which are essentially a collection of static Web pages
similar to Common Gateway Interface (CGI).

2.3

Navigation Tools

Clients navigating around the virtual world may use the standard VRML
browser navigational controls, such as CosmoPlayer, CommunityPlace and
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WorldView, to move around the environment. In this project, we have
employed CosmoPlayer (Version 2.11) and its Java packages for EAI.

3.

ARCHITECTURE OF THE ARCH:MUVR

We have employed the following five technologies in this project: 1)
VRML modelling and scripting, 2) VRML communication to JAVA applets
through EAI, 3) basic Database constructing, 4) Database communication to
JAVA applets using JDBC, and 5) ColdFusion Markup Language (CFML)
programming to support entry and processing of forms of evaluation
systems.
The majority of small-scale DVEs are realized as client-server
architectures since this is conceptually and practically the simplest and
provides possibilities for accounting and security management (K. Saar).

Figure 2. Technology Flow of the ARCH:MUVR

3.1

The Server Side

The structure of the network server is written in Java. When the server
receives a connection request, it sets up a communication link to the client
and waits for clients’ requests. For each request to update the scene graph
information, the server produces results and returns them back to all clients.
Also, multiple threads are used to manage the connections from the clients.
The use of multiple threads in Java enables the program to control
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connected clients for each navigational operation. This mechanism is used
for building a network server that accepts incoming connections from
several clients simultaneously.
To be successfully connected to a server machine, first, a Java source file
is needed to initialize connection sockets and ports in the server machine.
Then, a VRML model representing a specific collaborative environment, in
which a randomly moved avatar is participating, is loaded.
Once a client attempts to contact the server, it is required to enter a login
name and password to perform valid operations on the system. To validate
clients’ logins, their information is retrieved from a database using JDBC,
and one of registered avatars is assigned to a valid client.

Figure 3. Interactive Manipulation of the ARCH:MUVR Database

The server-side Java code is responsible for the initialization of an
ARCH:MUVR system for the management of clients, and for loading
avatars. It keeps all the required status information for every connected
client. The server executes two threads: TransformDispatcher and
ChatDispatcher as soon as a client asks for participation.
Server Side Java application
import
import
import
import

java.awt.*;
java.awt.event.*;
java.net.*;
java.sql.*;

class Server
{
static LinkedList clients = new LinkedList();
// add other class variables
public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException
{
ServerSocket serverSocket, chatSocket;
Socket clientSocket, clientChat;
DataInputStream in; // input stream from clients
OutputStream out, chatOut; // output stream to clients
BufferedReader loginIn;
FileWriter logFile; // to save logs
// other instance variables
// opens sockets for communication
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// initializes MUVR database
// accepts clients’ requests
// validates clients
// updates log files
// updates MUVR database
// creates a server side thread
} // Server

3.1.1

Thread TransformDispatcher

This code is responsible for receiving position from the client avatars
and sending them to all the other connected clients. It provides the client
with information about its world and takes events from the client and
dispatches them to other threads. The life of the TransformDispatcher thread
is finished with the termination of the server-client connections.
Server Side Java Thread Regarding Transformation
import java.net.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;
class TransformDispatcher extends Thread
{
Socket socket = null;
DataInputStream in = null;
DataOutputStream out = null;
LinkedList clients;
// other instance variables
public TransformDispatcher(Socket, LinkedList, int) // constructor
public void run() // takes a motion and dispatches to all clients
public synchronized void output(int, float, float, float)
// dispatches positions
public synchronized void output(int, float, float, float, float)
// dispatches rotations
} // TransformDispatcher

Figure 4. ARCH:MUVR Server Operation
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Thread ChatDispatcher

This code is responsible for receiving textual information from the client
avatars and sending them to all the other connected avatars.
Server Side Java Thread Regarding Textual Interaction
import java.net.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;
class ChatDispatcher extends Thread
{
Socket chat = null;
LinkedList clients;
PrintWriter chatOut = null;
FileWriter chatLog = null;
BufferedReader chatIn = null;
// other instance variables
public TransformDispatcher(Socket, LinkedList, int) // constructor
public void run() // takes messages and dispatches to all clients
public synchronized void output(String) // dispatches messages
} // ChatDispatcher

Figure 5. Textual Interaction between Clients

3.2

The Client Side

To validate clients’ logins, their information is retrieved from the
database and all attempts to login are recorded. In case the number of users
that can be connected at the same time exceeds the limitation due to the
system performance, the server will also store a message.
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The client-side is designed as a Java applet and acts as the interface
between the client and the virtual environment in the browser. When
initializing, it establishes a connection to the server, sends login name and
password, receives permission, and requests a scene description from the
server. The request for an avatar and the notification of the participating
clients’ information, such as the name of avatar, the current position and
rotation, completes the initialization process.

Figure 6. Client Login to the ARCH:MUVR Environment

The client-side code has the capability to manipulate the scene graph via
standard EAI methods. It manages client coordinates during navigation and
informs the server-side about position and rotation changes. Also, It is
responsible for managing events embedded in the scene graph. For these
actions, the EventOutObserver interface implemented by the callback
method watches for all VRML events.
When a client terminates the connection with the server, the client-side
deletes the avatar and returns all ownership to the server, and the server-side
informs other threads about the disconnection of the client and updates the
fields regarding clients’ connections in the database.
Client Side Java applet
import java.applet.*;
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java.awt.*;
java.awt.event.*;
java.net.*;
vrml.external.*;
vrml.external.field.*;
vrml.external.exception.*;

public class Client extends Applet implements EventOutObserver, ActionListener
{
Browser browser;
// the VRML browser
Node root;
// root node of the loaded world
Node proxSensor;
// first one's a proximity sensor
Node entityGroup;
// second one's a group for holding avatars
EventOutSFVec3f positionChanged; // eventOuts of ProximitySensor
EventOutSFRotation orientationChanged;
EventOutSFBool entered;
EventInMFNode addAvatars = null; // eventIns of ObjGroup
// other instance variables
public void init() // initializes GUI and variables
public void start()
// looks for a browser
// gets nodes from VRML model
// adds a proximity sensor and an entity group
// looks for position and orientation changes
// gets avatars from the scene
// creates a client side thread to wait for data from the server
public void updatePosition(int, float, float, float)
// updates clients’ position in the scene
public void updateOrientation(int, float, float, float, float)
// updates clients’ orientation in the scene
public void updateChatBox(String) // updates messages in chatting window
public void shutdown() // terminates client’s connection
public void callback(EventOut, double, Object) // sends information to VRML
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent) // sends back information
} // Client

The client executes two threads: TransformReceiver and ChatReceiver,
which receive messages from the server, determines whether they are
MOVE or ROTATION messages, and calls the relevant method in Client.
Client Side Java Thread
import java.net.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;
class TransformReceiver extends Thread
{
DataInputStream in = null;
Client muclient;
// other instance variables
public Receiver(DataInputStream, Client) // constructor
public void run() // receives all clients’ information from the server
} // TransformReceiver
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Communication Interface

Every time the user navigates through the scene, the VRML browser
sends position and rotation information to the server. When a second or
third browser loads the same scene, it also connects to the server. From that
point, movement information from one browser is sent to other browsers and
is shared via the server. With this interaction between users, the VR system
interface will make it possible to develop a real-time collaborative system
for architectural environments via the Internet.

Figure 7. User Interface Supporting Collaborative Environments

The ARCH:MUVR system includes a communication interface which is
a tool for sharing clients’ messages, remarks, and immediate thoughts while
navigating through the virtual places. All open interactions occurring are
displayed in a textual chatting window identifying other clients and their
actions within the scene. This communication interface is called when the
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client-side applet is activated and the contents of the communication are
recorded in a server-side log file.
Afterwards, all the information logged into the system can be analyzed,
and attached to design updates for tested environments. The communication
interface has a link to the evaluation interface which enables the clients to
leave more specific comments. This feedback procedure will enable every
member-user to participate collaboratively in a step-by-step design process.

3.4

Evaluation Interface

The participants in the system not only can communicate through the
interface and leave their annotations, but can construct their evaluation
criteria for four major characteristics for a building presentation, which is
the most crucial aspect of a collaborative environment: Well-formedness,
Completeness, Generality, and Efficiency (L. Khemlany and Y. Kalay).
These interactive additions for evaluation criteria are to support many
different characteristics for different surroundings. They need to be stored
so that other clients can participate later. ColdFusion scripts have been
implemented to handle them and interacted with the system database that
supports the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) standard. Application
pages are the functional parts of a ColdFusion application, including the
user interface pages and forms that handle data input and format data output.

Figure 8. Creating Evaluation Criteria for the Building Presentation

The evaluation interface supports several Web page forms through
server-side ColdFusion scripts, which assist to create new evaluation values,
enter clients’ evaluations, and save them into the database with login
information. This ColdFusion access to the database and to Java
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applications is possible by JDBC technology based on the ODBC. In
general, ODBC enables direct connection, making two discrete systems
integrated. JDBC serves as a mechanical joint between programming code
objects and project database entities.
Evaluations consist of scoring evaluation criteria by selecting a radio
button associated with a score value, and leaving a comment for each
criterion in a text field. Scores and comments entered in the form are sent to
the server-side and saved in the system database with a client ID and a date
written. A later appendix from other clients can be filled out through the
same interface and added immediately to the database as new records. Then,
all evaluations stored will be retrieved and displayed on the result form in
chronological order (Figure 10).

Figure 9. Evaluating for the Collaborative Environment
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Scores given to each criterion are calculated by some functions, such as
MAX, MIN and AVG, embedded in the Structured Query Language (SQL)
and displayed on the result form. This evaluation result will allow the clients
to review the building presentation and the design objects. The evaluation
system is an ongoing process and, in the next version, VRML world updates
followed by evaluations will be attempted.

Figure 10. Results of Evaluation

4.

CURRENT AND FUTURE WORK

This paper demonstrates the potential of a Web-based modeling markup
language called VRML with Client-Server technology. The visualization
and manipulation of an abstract model has the potential to lighten the
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architects' cognitive burden in various design tasks. In future version, 3Dbased direct manipulation and mapping concepts will be incorporated in the
design and implementation process.
DVE offers an effective approach to collaborative work because it
integrates both the communicative tools to improve collaboration and the
distributed environment to elaborate information across networks.
This research also proposes an abstract model designed to provide a
CAD information interface for the Internet. This abstract model will not
only provide supplementary visualization tools for in-house project
participants, but it will also become an interface for other remote
participants who need a simplified project information-browsing tool.
With the collaborative VR system presented above, a distributed system
for architectural purpose will be developed. The events dealt with the
proposed distributed system could be extended by CORBA (Common
Object Request Broker Architecture) event service, which allows remote
calls between objects written in different programming languages and
addresses dynamically updating VRML prototypes in a distributed setting.
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